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MENU 2/7  TOTALIZERS 

PRODUCT TOTALIZER 

The Product totalizer can be used for measuring any total the user desires (total on a field, total dispensed out of a tank, 

etc.).  The Product totalizer is only reset by choosing reset on this page (or the website if applicable).  The Product total-

izer is saved to memory and will not reset on power down. 

If using the mL/M (Milliliters per minute) units the batch total will be set in Liters. 

The Product totalizer will rollover back to zero at 100,000,000 (Gallons or Liters) 

 

PRODUCT TOTALS IN METRIC UNITS 

If using the mL/M (Milliliters per minute) units the user and batch total will be in liters.  If you switch to mL/M units, the 

current total will be converted to liters.  They will also convert back to gallons when US units are selected. 

 

WATER TOTALIZER 

The Water totalizer can be used for measuring the water usage if a water meter is connected to the Marksman.   The 

Water totalizer is reset by choosing reset on this page (or the website if applicable).  The Water totalizer is saved to 

memory and will not reset on power down. 

Water is totalized in either G or L, depending on what is selected on the ADV SETUP WTR page. 

The Water totalizer will rollover back to zero at 100,000,000 (Gallons or Liters) 

 

WATER TOTALIZER MODE 

There are three settings for totalizing water: 

 DSBL Water is not totalized although water rate will still be reported 

 MARK Water is only totalized while the Marksman is pumping 

 ALWY Water is totalized anytime the meter reports flow 

If water is in ALWY mode, the Marksman will continue to record info to update the water total every hour or when water 

flow drops below 25 GPM when the product pump isn’t running. 
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